PIANO/VOCAL

HOW VAST THE LOVE

Music and words by Lacy Hudson, Joel Sczebel, and Marc Willerton
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His cross has spoken peace.
Our life is in His

2. Come

Oh how deep, how wide, how long,
Oh how stain.
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3. So lift

Oh, how sure, how sweet, how strong,
Oh, how vast His love for us.
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can__ separate__ us?__

Can death__ or__ pain__ or

fear?    We  have__ this__ strong__ assurance__ in
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Christ we've been brought near.
And in His strength we'll la-
bor.
Thus
Far his love has led us!
His
love will lead us home!
Oh, how
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.deep, how wide, how long, oh, how vast the love of Jesus.

- sus. Oh, how sure, how sweet, how strong, oh, how vast His love for us.

vast His love for us. Oh, how deep, how wide,

- how long, oh, how vast the love of Jesus.
How Vast Your Love,

Oh, how sure, how sweet, how strong, oh, how vast His love for us.
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